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The Tango Model of Leadership & Business Success

Take away goodie bags, take away Success Strategies, Tango Thoughts and 5 Tango
Leadership Takeaways – just some of the unusual aspects of the Tango Model of
Leadership & Business Success seminar held in January at Radisson Blu in Bristol.
The first in the See Change Today series of seminars for the Leader in us all, the
evening was a vibrant mix of sharing a different kind of leadership metaphor,
interactions around business challenges and solutions, and experiencing a live
Tango Coaching session.
Isla Baliszewska opened the evening with a talk on the Tango Leadership Model,
illustrating the transformational potential of leading in an elegant, eloquent and
expressive language borrowed from the Argentine Tango. Short of actually
demonstrating the steps herself, we had a picture of the intentions and the power of
the dance and how this is a great informer for successful leadership.
Shhh,…we won’t tell you any more….you’ll have to sign up for the next Seminar!
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Our guest speaker Olly Culverhouse of Signable took us with him on a story of his
journey into business, offering some valuable and personal insights into the areas of
product development, business growth, building the right culture and finding the
right people, prompting lots of eager questions from the floor. Needless to say,
Olly’s Signable product is one of those simple but genius ideas that we all need!
Halina Jaroszewska and Roy McDonald led a willing volunteer through a live
Tango Coaching session to demonstrate this powerful coaching method, after which
delegates had a chance to ask questions of the coaches about their techniques, and of
the volunteer about her experience.
There was a chance to network, share experiences and to take away some great ideas
and prompts for leadership development, both from the personal and the business
perspective. And…. Of course, a packet of Smarties for everyone!
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